Silikal floors in the kitchen of

JOHANN LAFER‘S “STROMBURG”

Protecting floors and buildings.

Expect more from your floor.
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Silikal floors for
FOOD SERVICE

A setting rich in history –
A pioneer in indulgence
Home and workplace of celebrity chef Johann Lafer, the 1,000-years-old
”Stromburg” castle is one of Germany’s finest gourmet destinations.
Within these historic walls is a fittingly modern and
smart kitchen, equipped with a Silikal reactive resin
floor.
Situated close to Bad Kreuznach, ”Stromburg”
overlooks the historic town of Stromberg in the
Hunsrück mountains.

This grand spot is now a mecca for gourmets,
having been transformed by the celebrated TV chef
Johann Lafer and his wife Silvia into a restaurant
and hotel in a class of its own.
When it recently came to reflooring the spacious
kitchen – the ”beating heart” of the multi-awardwinning culinary haven – the couple decided on a
reactive resin coating from Silikal.

Top-class hotel

GOURMET CUISINE

Silikal floors for
FOOD SERVICE
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PURE HYGIENE

Tight and joint-free surface

Silikal floors for
FOOD SERVICE
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Silikal coating for the ”beating heart”
of the gourmet haven
The flooring contractors only had a narrow time frame while
the kitchen was closed for holidays to complete the floor
restoration project, which turned out to be quite a complicated
procedure.
After the existing epoxy resin coating was sanded, the floor was found to have rising
damp. For this reason, the surfaces required a twofold build-up using the appropriate
special systems from Silikal.
The colour concept of the new floor is very attractive and is perfectly matched to the look
of the professional kitchen. The sprinkled light grey, silver grey and black coloured quartz
sand reinforces the impression of good taste. In addition, the quartz sand gives the surface
a non-slip texture.
The ”Stromburg” kitchen has adopted Lafer’s motto ”Living for Good Taste” and the
durability of the floor will be put to the test as this kitchen is a hive of activity from early
morning till late night. At peak times, up to 18 staff work here. And, naturally, no compromises can be made on hygiene: The tight, completely joint-free synthetic resin floor can be
cleaned thoroughly, quickly and easily.

Expect more from your floor.

Silikal floors for
FOOD SERVICE

“EXCELLENT FLOOR!”

The “lord of the castle” himself was full of praise for it:
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The surfaces are resistant to the effects of many acids,
salts, fats and cleaning agents. Rough boxes and trolleys
do not leave any lasting marks. This feature is not to be
underestimated, especially in the store room, which was
also coated with the reactive resin systems.
Around 100 square metres of reactive resin flooring from
Silikal was laid in ”Stromburg”. Coving of ten centimetres in
height with a sprinkling of coloured flakes was additionally
integrated to make the corners easy to keep clean. Five
floor drains and two floor pans were also replaced in the
process and incorporated flush with the floor.

”Stromburg” owner Johann
Lafer, for one, was full of
praise after the new kitchen
floor was finished, both for
the execution and the result:
”An excellent floor”.

This was Lafer’s second encounter with Silikal systems:
400 square metres of synthetic resin from the
Mainhausen-based Silikal was used in the new school
canteen for the grammar school ”Gymnasium am
Römerkastell” in Bad Kreuznach – a pilot project of the
versatile Michelin-starred chef.

Silikal floors for
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Silikal. One name for all floors.

Your call – Silikal!
The best at a glance:

Hygienic and clean
▶ Monolithic, seamless surface
▶ Resistant to alkalis, acids, greases, oils, salts and other
aggressive media
▶ Easy to take care of

We see to the best solution.

Safe
▶ Anti-skid surface grades
▶ Wear and tear resistant
▶ Can withstand hot and cold

The best solutions require know-how
and experience. We can provide it.
When we go out on site to analyse
a problem, we know what we’re
doing. Practical help, friendly and,
of course, reliable.

Quick and beautiful
Extremely short curing times; no interruptions in business when
renovations are made!
▶ Easy to apply, even at temperatures below zero
▶ Selection of appealing colours, e. g. with coloured quartz sand
or flakes mixtures as standard

Contact us. We would be pleased
to go into detail with you –
at no cost or obligation to you, of
course.

▶

Certified Quality and Ecology
Management Systems
Reg. No. 73 100 / 104 663

Our products are certified by
HACCP international

Our products comply with the
European Halal guidelines

Certified according to AgBB
evaluation scheme

Silikal production and administration in
Mainhausen, near Frankfurt/Main,
Germany.

Ask about our Colour Concept!

Your expert applicator:

Protecting floors and buildings.

All details given above can only serve as general information. The various working conditions or circumstances
beyond our control and the many different materials in use exclude any claim which might arise out of the information
contained herein. In case of doubt, we recommend that you make sufficient trials on your own.

We are there for you around the clock.
Our Silikal hotline

#4523/1504/NK/3‘

Silikal GmbH

Reactive resins and polymer concrete for
industrial floors and civil engineering projects

Ostring 23
D-63533 Mainhausen - Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 61 82 / 92 35-0
Fax:		
+49 (0) 61 82 / 92 35-40
mail@silikal.de
www.silikal.de

Tel. +49 (0) 61 82 / 92 35-0
is manned day and night.

Expect more from your floor.

